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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
UNIVERSITY I TARBLE

UNIVERSITY I KITCHEN

Artistic
education

Mini-chefs c·reate big meals

at Tarble
Art classes offered for
kids ages 4 to 14
By Dave Pennell
Sports Editor

The Tarble Arrs Cencer is
currently holding art classes for
children again this year for kids
aged4-14. Children will participate
in three different classes going on
through the rest of this month.
The classes, held in Tarble, teach
kids about a variety of art styles
and techniques as well as different
cultures and historical periods.
Four and five year olds, the
youngest group, are learning about
art and customs from various
regions in the Mulriculrural Art
class going on all this week.
Students are studying five
differenr counrries and creating
\>ro~ects that are native co chat part
of the world. The Exploring 2D Media class is offered to six to
eight year olds and lasts until June
28. Children in this class will gain
experience in a variety of media
such as paint, printmaking and
fabric.
The srudents then use chose
skills co emulate the scyle of fumous
arciscs like Pict Mondrian, Salvador
Dali, and Faith Ringold. Kids aged
nine co fourteen are attending the
class entitled A World of Folk Art
where they learn about folk art
traditions from Mexico, Africa,
and Early America. Kit Morice,
Curator of Education at the Tuble,
said the children get more intensive
exposure ro an techniques in the
classes than they would in a regular
classroom.
"Our classes are very varied
in terms of the offerings and
the media they work with. Our
instructors are professional artists
or arr educarors. And also we have
small class sizes so (the kids) get
more one on one than when it's a
class of 25 or 30 kids with one art
teacher."
Also, many kids who might nor
be doing well in school will often
benefit from different kinds of
ceachibg.
"'There are kids chat excel
visually and learn in ways different
from others so sometimes kids
who might noc be doing well
academically in school really
blossom in the art classes."
Morice also stated that the
museum setting of the classes offers
a unique learning environment
that children don't usually get in
an arr class in school.
Classes frequently discuss works
on display in Tuble and will even
incorporate scyles from current
exhibitions into their projeccs.
n SEE ART, PAGE 5

EIU Program shows
children their way
around the kitchen
By Jeffrey Wallace
Staff writer

Many parents lament that their
children don't spend enough time
in the kitchen learning che basics
of cooking and manners. This is
not the case for che young studems
enrolled in the Kid's Cooking
Academy being held chis summer
in Klehm Hall.
Tue Kid's Cooking Academy
program. which is headed by Family
and Consumer Sciences insrruccor
Kathy Rhodes and sponsored by the
School of Continuing Education,
emphasizes cooking skills and
dining etiquette as well as kitchen
safety.
"We wanted co teach kids"
before they gor co high school or
college so we got together a class
that would teach children about
cooking. etiquette, and nutrition"
Rhodes said. "Many students come
co college today and don't know
anything about food preparation,
we are seeking to help chem in this
regud", she added.
Tue program also promotes the
children to have a healthy body
image. "We like for the kids co
know chat it's okay co have certain
body types" Rhodes said.
The purpose of the course is not
ro just teach the most simple of
dishes.
"'This is not a jello lab" Rhodes
said. "'The kids are more advanced
than you chink" she added.
The students starred
the
program on Tuesday, preparing
strawberry banana tofu smoothies,
trail mix, and peanut butter Buff
mix. On Wednesday, they were
on to preparing µie more advanced

Fourth-grader Mikaela Williams (left), of Mattoon, helps prepare some lasagna with sixth graders from
Charleston Shelby Road (middle) and Kelsi Patterson (right) at Kiehm hall Wednesday evening. The
Kids Cooking Academy helps children learn to cook everyday meals that most families would prepare for
themselves.
lasagna.
Each srudent gets a Network, so we decided to get her and come from communities across
cookbook, apron and culinary into it."
tools.
The consensus among several of
Students break up inco groups the students was "It's great here, it's
and each prepares an assigned so much fun to cook."
dish. Students are able to divide _
The program is three weeks
up their product and consume their long and three days a week. The
delicious creations.
classes meet Tuesday, Wednesday,
Parents and children equally and Thursday from 10 a.m. co 12
expressed delight in the academy's p.m. and another class meeting 6 to
existence.
8 p.m. in Klehm hall room 1411.
Parent Laurie Richardson of Weekly field trips are scheduled to
Ashmore, whose daughter is in the different restaurants around town as
program, said "My daughter has wellasgrocerystorescavengerhunts.
always wanted to be a chef, she The 34 students in the academy
likes cooking and watches the Food range in age from nine co thirteen

the region. Several children of EIU
faculty members are also enrolled
in the program including President
Lou Hencken's granddaughter.
Tue program has proven to be
quite popular as there is a waiting
list of 20 children wanting co
participate in addition to the
possibility of another program in
August chat would more likely
resemble a day camp.

» SEE MINI-CHEFS, PAGE 5

UNIVERSITY I BOY'S STATE

In a room 6lled with boys from
uound the state, candidates for the
Premier Boy's State state elections
come to the podium in Lantz arena
hoping co gain the votes of their
fellow citizens Wednesday night.
Either by supporting their own
personal achievements, relating
themselves co classic TV shows, such
as full house or quoting multiple
song lyrics from current artists such
as Eminem, the candidates hoped
co show that they were the best of
the best.
One candidate; however, chose
co honor his experiences and his
friendships in the humblest of ways
while giving his speech for Premier
Boy's State'.s highest office.

llATEY MITOIEU. I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sam Diaz, 17, stands in front of campaign sign at Thomas Hall for his
canidacy for governor of Premier Boy's State.
Metamora Township
High
School student Sam Dias did not
know exactly what to expect when
he came tQ Premier Boy's State on

Sarurday..All hewantedwasachance
co become a better leader, and now
he is a candidate for governor.
Premier B.oy's State is a week

long camp run by the American
Legion that teaches high school
boys in the summer before their
senior year the political structure
of American government as well
as sporrsmanship and the electoral
process.
Dias, 17, heard about the camp
from his cousin who attended
in Missouri. Before having to
leave early because personal issues
involving a friend in a fatal car
accident, Dias remembers his cousin
telling him the amount of "stuff'
he was learning about himself and
becoming a better leader.
At first, Dias said he did not
think coo much about it, but his
dad suggested he should try Premier
Boy's State ouc.
"My school was not too vocal
about the program until I came co
the councilor about it. There was an
application on the desk and he said
I could go if I was interested."

» SEE TIANSmONJN,, PAGE 5
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Manager/Guitar Instructor Steve Stewart plays his guitar in Z's Music and Surround System Services
Wednesday afternoon. Z's Music sells guitars, PA systems, basses, drums and tablature and vocal
books.
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U of I students ruined
from spring '07 flood
might not be reimbursed

U.Wire

CHAMPAIGN, ILL I Victims of
the ISR flood are still awaiting
compensation for their damaged
clothes, books, purses and other
valuables. The flood cook place
during spring break when a leaky
pipe burst in a building service
worker's closet on the seventh
floor, damaging items on the floors
below.
"I don't know why it's taking so
long for them to fill out the claims
repon," said Samiyah Nageeb,
junior in LAS. "I think what they
should do is at least update us on
what's going on."
Stanley Apperson, assistant
director of housing for business
and technology services, said
Wednesday he h ad not sent the
claims to the University claims
office at that time.
Andi Cailles, assistant director
for hall supervision and staffing,
said she doesn't think the University
will end up reimbursing the affected
residents.
"Mose likely they will find that
the University of Illinois was not
negJjgent in any way," Callies said.
According to the damage claim
information packet, a "resident shall
not claim damages from University
... in the event the premises or
property are damaged or destroyed
by fire, flood or any other causes
not under University's control."
Cailles said the pipe burst
resulted from the age oflSR, which
was built in 1964. She said no
one had any way of knowing the
pipe was leaking because of the
insulation surrounding ir.
Cailles said, though, if the
University refuses to compensate
the flood victims, it is likely
Housing will do ic.
"le seems like the right thing to
do even though the University was
not negligent in any way," she said.
Cailles said that while they
wane co do the right thing it is also
imponanc that they follow policy.
As far as how staff handled rooms
ac the rime of the flood, some
residents feel they were careless
with their things.
Lauren Kroll, junior in LAS,
said when she returned co her
room after break, clothes in her
closet were still wet, the inside of
her computer case was wee and the
food in the refrigerator was spoiled
and smelled because it had been
lefr unplugged.
Her computer, which was inside
the case, is working fine right now
buc all her manuals and backup
CDs were ruined. She said they
threw everything else on cop of her
bed.
"I just thought it was a little
strange that all my containers were
on cop of my bed but my computer
was tossed under my bed," Kroll
said. Kroll said that the e-mails
explaining the incident were
misleading.
"They said that they bad handled
everything and when we came back
it was mass chaos," sh e said..

- ~

boys'state
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Sam Dias, 17, speaks in front of a crowd filled with his fellow Premier Boy's State peers
and staff about his canidacy for govenor. Premier Boy's State is an all-boys camp run by
the American Legion that promotes citizenship, political knowledge, electoral knowledge
and sportsman shjp. Citizens, as the boys are called, are encouraged to run for positions
to help them understand the process of American government.
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Lake Land president
resigns in silence
EIU officials are still held
accountable for their actions
By Kristy Mellendorf
Qty Reporter

Bill Thallemer recently resigned his
position as president ofLake Land. The derails
involving his deparrure have not been made
public, as per confidentiality agreement.
According co the Employee and Labor
Relations office at Eastern, an agreement to
not talk is typical of actions of that nature.
"Discipline on campus is confidential, its
not meant co be a public matter," said Robert
Wayland, director of employee and labor
relations.
Employees at Eastern are categorized
in a few ways. Administration, faculty and
civil services are all categories of employees.
Each category has its own regulations and
standards to adhere to.
The president of the university adheres to
standards set by the board of trustees. lf an
action is inconsistent with those standards, a
separate disciplinary procedure exists.
In dealing with termination or
reassignment of the president or other
members of administration, the member
muse have faculty rank.
"Presidents are typically not guaranteed a
retreat to a faculty position," Wayland said.
Should Eastern's next president, William
Perry, face disciplinary action, he would
have the option of such a retreat. While ac
Texas A&M University, Perry had tenure
as a mathematics professor, who has now
transferred to Eastern.
Depending on the severity of the
infraction, the administration member could
receive an immediate termination of duties
or one after three months. The employee
would receive a statement of reasons for the
decision. The employee could also request a
hearing.
Adequate cause would need to be found,
which involves one or more aces affecting the
duties of the cmplQyee.

The board of truscees would be responsible
for the hearing and reassignment of an
employee's duties.
The Employee and Labor Relations office
practices progressive discipline in dealings
with employees working under the civil
service heading. These employees include
secretaries, janitors and those working in
civil service.
"Progressive discipline is designed for
the less serious infractions," Wayland said.
"The idea is co work towards correcting the
problem."
Once a problem bas been brought to the
office, the facts must be found.
"The he said/she said cases happen a lot
and can be difficult to prove," Leonard said.
Appropriate discipline includes oral
reprimand, written reprimand, suspension
and discharge, respectfully. All of these are
documented and placed into a worker's file
when they occur.
An oral reprimand is a discussion between
employee and supervisor with emphasis on
correcting the employee's behavior. Under
the wriuen reprimand, the supervisor shall
explain the correct and expected behavior,
in addition to recording the violation in
memorandum form. Suspensions are based
upon the recommendation of the supervisor.
Discharge occurs when less severe
actions fail to correct behavior. This is also
is done when the offense requires immediate
separation from employment.
The employee has an option t0 appeal
any step in the process. The office sees
many performance related issues. O ne such
example is excessive absenteeism.
"We tell supervisors co look for a pattern,
then to ask for verification by way of a
doctor's note," Wayland said.
The
Civil
Service
Disciplinary
Management form lists several actions that
would bring about disciplinary action. The
list is not meant co be an all-inclusive list as co
the actions provoking discipline. le includes
habitual lateness, sleeping during work
bow s and failure to adhere to depanmental
i;egulations.

Before coming to 72o<1 Premier
Boy's State, Dias said he did not
know exactly what co expect. He
tried co gee a h old of representatives
from American Legion, bur came
to the experience thinlting it was
a "leadership camp" and "did not
know about the political aspect
of it," buc for someone who does
not know coo much about the
American political system he said
he seemed to "adapted to it pretty
quickly."
When boys arrive co the
camp they are divided into many
different sections, including county
and from their city. There are about
65 boys per county and about eight
counties total. Boys ase cold when
they arrive which city and county
they belong co and from there must
decide which political party, either
a federalist or a nationalist, them
will align themselves.
D ias decided to be a m ember
of the Federalist Party for the city
of Yost in Hayes County. Elections
started out right away for city
positions, including county clerk,
fire chief, police chief and mayor.
Dias was elected mayor for
Yost; however, he never got to
ace ouc while in his position as
mayor, because before he knew
ic he was elected a chairman for
Hayes County and from there vicechairman co the counties board.
Dias from that first nighc did
not care what positions he got or
how far he would go as long as
developed friendships and more
confidence in himself and his
leadership skills.
''.All I wanted was friendships
and confidence," Dias said. "Now
more and more people support
me, which in turn gives me more
friends and more confidence as a
leader. le adds to the experience by
a long shoe."
When Dias found out that he
was the Federalist Party's candidate
for governor in the state elections,
be was ecstatic. To him, the
nomination just reassured the fact
chat he was doing what he came co
the camp to do, be a leader.
At the general assembly where
the candidates give their speeches,
Dias walks co the podium with
grace and charisma. In bis speech
he thanked bis friends and his
fellow citizens for giving him
this opportunity and hopes to
"represent all of you guys, the best
group of 17 and 18 year olds chat
Illinois has to offer."
Travis Linder, councilor for
both Yost city and Hayes County,
said be "you can really cell from
the first day the people who really
try and have the besc chances in
offices," Linder said. "I hope that
no matter what, position or not,
chat Dias rakes home with him
the sense of achievement, new
friendships, more self-confidence
and just the willingness to go and
try new rhjn~ in rh e fim1re"
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$30

Million
For Poor
On Tuesday ONE, chc anti poverty
campaign founded by U2 froncman
Bono announced they were investing
$30 million co pressure the presidcncial
candidates co focus on whac they rcrm
"oft forgotten" issues.
These "oft forgotten issues" arc
helping the poor. The program, called
ONE Voce '08 is a bipartisan political
push that hopes co motivate chc next
president co cake concrccc seeps co
ending hunger and disease while
improving education and access co water,
worldwide.
While ending poverty worldwide is an
amazing goal, che entire announcement
seems like an overzealous PR push co
bring more press to the organiz.acion, not
che cause.
In chc pasc few months ONE
volunceers have been wearing black and
whice logo shires and carrying placards
while attending presidencial debates
and campaign evencs. In the upcoming
months, cowr ' 11 events, mailings, a
celebrity bus w and TV advertisements
will be used cc "I and persuade
presidencial c.a1 idates.
How about investing the money used
for chis promorion and using chat co help
che poor?
$30 million ".us, chat's more
money than m
of us will have a in a
life cime.
Ir's one movie role for mosc
celebrities.
Its enough money to feed millions of
impoverished people world wide.
$40 dollar
' Onth can feed a child
in Malawi for three
orphaned b'
and a half mo1 ub, according co Oxfam.
$4 dollars each week can provide 133
school dinners.
ONE celebrity members include
Brad Pirc, Matt Damon, Jay Z, and Will
Smith. These accors and rappers use their
celebrity co bring attention co the cause
of ending poverty world wide.
Instead, they should be using cheir
money to end poverty world wide. By
jusc drawing accention co the issue, they
are saying the issue is important, bur not
important enough to donate their money
coo. If che issue of ending poverty world
wide is nor important enough for Matt,
Brad, Jay, Will and Bono co dona re their
money to, chen why should che United
States Government commit billions
of dollars? 1o mak1 .i tru arement,
each celebrity member of o~
" 1ld
donate $5 billion dollar~ wward~ ending
poverty worldwide. Then, che masses
will applaud chcir work and presidential
candidates will cake notice, instead of
just noticing che T-shirt they have on.

COWMNIST I CHRIS WALDEN

DRINK UP
Ic's summer. It's hot. And we almost always
need something co drink.
Old news, righr?
Well what do we choose co drink when the
Heat brings its mean little brother Thirst co
the parry?
Our choices are quite varied, thanks co chc
local WAL-MART providing us with nearly
every need. However, our choices have a
powerful effect on our bodies.
We may not chink about it, but the choice
of Gatorade or Coca-Cola may mean the
difference between a happy or cramped body.
Here are some quick faces on what kinds of
drinks we should consider depending on che
nature of our thirst:

I KATEY MITCHELL

might drink it more often.
Propel has less than half che amount of
sodium of Gatorade and has less than 15% of
the amount of sugar in Gatorade. And, un~ke
~ugar-only Gatorade, Propel conrains many
vicamins and minerals that our bodies swear
out with water. We can generally drink Propel
during any cime of our workout or daily life.
FRUIT JUICE - These are refreshments
of fruicy goodness, full of flavor and essential
vitamins and minerals. Orange juice is a good
source of daily calcium. Natural juice is just
plain good. The same goes for milk, which
is a primary source of calcium for many
Americans.
The catch? If we go bounding around with
juice or milk in our stomachs, we're almost
WATER - H20, ice in a liquid scace.
sure co gee cramps or an unhappy tummy.
Our bodies sy;eat ic - among ocher things
Ocheiwisc, it does a body good.
CAFFEINE - Pepsi, Mouncain Dew,
- and need more to supply our blood scream.
Bottled water thankfully gives us nothing
Coca-Cola, energy drinks. All of these fall
inco the category of popular caffcinaccd
else co worry about. No calories, no carbs, no
sodium, no vitamins (and consequently no
refreshments during the warm summer
flavor.)
months. High in sugar and caffeine, it would
Water i.9 recommended for workouts and
seem on the outside they're loaded with
activities chat won't be going on very long
energy for che hard working and sweating
body.
- less than an hour, usually. In chat time of
swearing, your body hasn't lost many viramins
Bue don't forger: caJfeine is a drug chat can
or minerals, or even energy~providing
have a side effect after chc high wears off, but
carbohydrates for chat marcer.
also poses another problem for athletes. le
GATORADE - One of the mosc-used
makes us have co pee more, which is a form
thirst-quenching refreshments worldwide.
of swearing water our of our blood scream
and body.
Highly flavored water supplied with a dose
of sugar. It castes fruicy and sweet when we're
Even if some of us are used to drinking
thirsty.
coffee to keep cool (an unusual but not
Those eleccrolyccs the company advertises
uncommon practice), it's acrually working
co have in its drink arc minerals like sodium,
against us in our effort to re-hydrate
potassium and chloride - they help prevcnc
ourselves.
cramps and heat stress from fatigue. Ir also
However, energy drinks have one thing
has no fruit juice, for a rt.-ason we'll gee to
all of che above drinks do nor they're loaded
shortly.
with tons of vicamins, minerals, proteins and
However, Gatorade does not carer to chose chemicals our body uses up in an extended
of us worried about getting coo much sugar,
workout. h's recommended chat we use
energy drinks after a hard day's work and not
whether for controlling glucose levels or
minimizing cavities.
before.
Gatorade is available and advertised by
Keeping all chis in mind, we have to be
and large for athletes and those in competitive aware of the dangers of drinkmg too much
activities. Gatorade, like its younger brother
refreshments. We've seen news of wacerPropel. is best for exercise and activities
drinking contests killing people, but athletes
are at just as much risk of water intoxication
lasting over an hour long.
PROPEL- From the makers of
if they aren't modest in consuming their
Gatorade, chis recenc addition to the achleric
refreshments.
refreshment family is a blend becwecn water
Until next week, I wish rest of us the
and Gatorade. le was created co ace as a
best in keeping cool, staying hydrated and
drinking safe (and I don't just mean chirsr
flavored substitute for water Some of us may
nor be interested in drinking water except for
quenchers.)
being thirsty- but if it castes good, coo:...w
"~,c........... .

SHORT-TERM
CONCERN
I was driving in my car listening
to the Mancow radio show on my
way back from Champaign che ocher
day, and as I was listening a Chinese
immigrant from New York came
on the show and was saying char all
Americans are ignorant.
On some level I think he was right.
Okay, I am nor trying co say chat
I am un-American, because I'm not.
Bue from my observation about the
people that I sec in chis country,
whether in Charleston, Chicago,
Illinois or California, myself included,
we all seem to have a major case of
Accention Defecate Disorder (ADD),
meaning we do not have high
accenrion spans, especially when it
comes to issues dircccly concerning
ourselves.
I'll start with an example chat
got my attention chis weekend, gas
prices. Okay, it is safe co say chat
everyone knows about the soaring gas
prices char have been happening. In
Champaign ic dropped down to $3.09
and in Charleston $2.98. When I fuse
saw these prices over che weekend
I about jumped for joy. "Yeah, gas
prices are going down!" Bue then a
friend of mine who was with me said,
"Do you realiz.e chac a year ago we
would be curing the government if
gas prices goc as high as $3.09?"
My friend had a poinc in saying
chat as Americans we tend to forget
things very fuse, especially if it does
nor affect us at char moment. I mean,
gas prices have been steadily going
up every summer. Noc a surprise co
most because prices ger pushed up
for summer traveling season. Bue
somehow they always seemed to be
fixed in chat spot.
Five years ago, gas in ccncral
Illinois was about $1.40 a gallon and
I remembered people complaining
because ic was up from the $.90 ic
was ac earlier chac year. Then when
prices wcnc down during the wincer
months, people calmed down. Then
when summer came, gas prices wenc
up slighcly again, $1.50 a gallon,
and people complained, buc they all
seemed co forget abouc it when the
winter months came and lowered
prices just enough for people co get
use co chem. I mean I remember two
summer's ago cursing because gas was
$2.50 a gallon, now I wish ic was chac
low.
Why do we forget at the drop of
a hat all our oucragc? Ir seems we,
as Americans, blow up at a certain
copic, chcn after a fcw days we drop
ic for our most prevalcnc topic, chis
summers being Paris Hilton going co
jail.
We should stick co copies chac
outrage us, nor drop chem. Maybe
if people scarred complaining more
co the governmenr about the drascic
increase of gas prices, chen they would
not have co worry if gas will gee co $4
a gallon, something people did cwo
summer:. ago about $3 a gallon. If
people keep on the crend chat they are
on, nothing will change. People will
still be known as ignorant Americans.
Bue maybe if we change our attitudes
by paying more attencion co topics
and stick with chem. then maybe we
can redeem ourselve~ and become
something more.

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

------
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» Richey

» Art

FROM PAGE 8

FROM PAGE 1

invaluable.
Tony Parker is one of the hardest point
guards in the league co scop because he doe.<;n'r
stop as he cuts toward the basket for layup
afi:er layup. Then there's Manu Ginobili, an
all-hustle perimeter player with chc ability co
not only drive to the basket but step beyond
the arc for a three-pointer as well.
It is this team-wide fundamental style
that has sec the Spurs on track to win their
fourth NBA Finals title in the past decade.
The sticking point of that statement is
"team-wide."
Duncan, Parker and GinobiH were not
at their best during Tuesday nighr's Game
Three, yet the Spurs were able co pull out
another victory.

Fundamencal play is what sec:; the Spurs
apart from the rest of the N BA. Tim Duncan
has been nicknamed "The Big Fundamental"
and for very good reason. Duncan is a big
man with an abundance of low-post moves,
but he can also play fucing the basket.
It's at this point where Duncan shows
off his basketball knowledge. When he steps
out berwecn 15 and 20 feet from the basket,
Duncan will accually use the backboard to
hdp his shots go in. What a novel idea, using
the backboard for its intended purpose!
The rest of the Spurs are similar
throwbacks. Bruce Bowen is one of the most
tenacious defenders in the league. His ability
to shut down all-star scorers and then put
up double digit points of his own make him

» Mini-chefs

As Curator of Education ar the Tarblc,
Morice is heavily involved with promoting
and improving :irr~ educ-.::irion in ~chool~;

che Tarblc classes are simply a way of further
enhancing the instruction they receive in
their normal classrooms.
The instructors of the classes are all
experienced artists and an teachers coming
from backgrounds in professional art and art
education. Currently, 32 kids are enrolled in
the three June classes with about 12 to 15 in
a class. Several srudcnrs return to the classes
year after year to participate in the varying
programs offered, with many younger
siblings following in their footsteps. Tarblc
has a long hiscory of offering community
art classes, having provided the service since
opening in 1982. Now in its 25th year, the

U

Tarblc has continued co offer non-profit
professional arc instruction to Charleston
and rh~ ~urroundjng atta. All fe~ from the
classes go towards maintaining the program,
whether that includes paying the instructors
or buying materials.
Morice was very pleased ac the community
reaction she has received from students and
parents. "We get very positive feedback.
Parents arc very happy for (the kids) to gee
enriched art experiences beyond what they
arc already gcrcing." Many home-school
parents, who might be more limited in what
they can offer their kids, enjoy the classes as
wctt. Some may lack the experience with art,
or the necessary materials, and look at the
Tarble children's programs as great resources
for their kids.

» Camp

FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 8

Rhodes added thac she would like for the
Kid's Cooking Academy co become a regular
program at Eastern.
"We hope it will. We'll wait for the
feedback and hopefully we'll also have the
opportunity for more classes, spin-off classes,
and classes for different age groups," she
said.
Rhodes also expressed interest in a

class devoted to etiquette, which she said
was "lacking in a large amount of college
students."
The program culminates in chc students
preparing a tea reception for guests where
they will receive a culinary kit and a certificate
of completion for their participation in the
Kid's Cooking Academy.

Business
ou~ on a

Several boys come back to camp year after
year, and Lyons enjoys watching them grow
into berccr players each season.
The boys~ come to camp ready to work
hard in order to improve.
Even the 89 degree weather coupled with
a blazing sun could not put a damper on their

drive and enthusiasm.
"The young guys, they bring a lot ofenergy
to camp."
And there is no doubt that high-energy is
a good characteristic for these aspiring major
leaguers co possess.

DID YOU KNOW...
YOUR FINANCIAL AID WILL PAY FOR
YOUR OFF CAMPUS HOU S ING!!!
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JUST ASK US!
.,~u-m1c1us
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CALL FOR
2007RATES
l, 2, 3 Bedroom Aixirtmcgts

RemodeBi Units
FREE P.vking
Fully FurnisJei

• 3 BEDROOM
• FULLY FURNISHED
• WASHER/DRYER

• FREE SHUlTLE
• NEW CONSTRUCTION
• $ 2 5 5 0/SEMESTER
(OR

$ 42 S PER MONTH)
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MR. BROOKS (R) DAILY 6:45 FRI SAT
9:00 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
GEORGIA RULE DAILY 7:00 FRI
SAT 9:20 SAT SUN MAT 2:15
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FANTASTICFOUR: RISE OF THE SILVER
SURFER (PG) ON TWO SCREENS 1:30
2:30 4:00 5:15 6:45 8:00 9:10 10:10
NAM:Y DREW (PG) 2:00 4:45 7:20 9:40
OCEAN'S 13 (PG13) ON TWO
SCREENS 12:50 1:45 3:30 4:30 6:30
7:30 9:30 10:20
SURF'S UP (PG) 2:15 5:00 7:10 9:20
HOSTEL: PART 2 (R) 2:45 5:30 7:45
10:00
KNOCKED UP (R) 12:30 3:45 7:00 9:50
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: AT
WORLDS END (PG 13)
12:40 4:15 8:15
SHREK 3 (PG ) 1:00 3:15 6:15 9:00

U
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news

help w,;nted

Country
Schoolhouse
Preschool
is
accepting
applications for child care
assistants for summer and for
the 2007-2008 school years.
Full or Part-time positions
available.
Experience
Preferred. 345-3082.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 6114
Help
wanted.
Carpenter
experience,
landscape
experience. Must have own
carpenter tools. Call 3453119.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6121
Pizza maker and delivery
driver wanted part time.
Apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _6128
Female bartender needed
at Icy Mug. Must be 21.
Apply within, across from
fairgrounds.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6128
!Bartendingl Up to $250/
day.
No
experience
necessary. Training provided.
800.965.6520 ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

f '

for rent

Girls only: For rent, 2 Bedroom
apt. across from Buzzard. Call
345-2652
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CHUCK
VEGAS
APARTMENTS, on the Square.
Efficiency, studio, 1, 2, and 3
BR APTS. Free cable, internet,
water, and trash. 217-5491699
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR..
APTS. WATER & TRASH
INCLUDED. PLENTY OF
OFF STREET
PARKING.
BUCHANAN ST. APTS .. CALL
345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Available Now: 3 Bedroom
Duplex. Close to Lantz. Fully
furnished, washer/dryer, large
yard. Additional Information
call 348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

GREAT HOUSE FOR 200708 AT 1515 2ND STREET. 3
BATHS, GA, W/D. TRASH
INCLUDED. 345-3148 OR
www.pantherpads.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

(2) 3 BR houses for rent. Call
Tom at 708-772-3711
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19

SEJTSINGER APARTMENTS.
1611 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL
LEASE. CALL 345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM 3456533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMEDIATELY large
apt, 1 or 2 person Central air,
w/d, garage. No pets. 3457286 www.jwilliamsrentals.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New
Four
Bedroom
Apartments. Extremely Close
to Campus. Across from Lantz.
Fully Furnished. Call Today
for Lowered Rates. Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
CHECK
OUT
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS AND BUZZARD.
CALL 345-6000.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6121

________ oo

3 BEDROOM HOME CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 2 BATH, N
C, AND WASHER/DYRER.
AVAILABLE FALL 2007. CALL
232-8936

2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL
with
furnished
leather
furniture. 10 or 12 month
lease. 254-8458 or 273-2048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6128
Open Immediately- Nice2 BR
loft, full bath, skylight, on the
square. Heat, water, and trash
included. 2 people, seeking
$325 each. 512-0334

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6130

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL
YEAR. SPACIOUS, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, BEAUTIFULLY
FURNISHED
AND
WE
WILL EVEN HELP FIND THE
PERFECT ROOMMATE! CALL
TODAY TO SEE ONE OF OUR
MANY GREAT LOCATIONS.
CHECK US OUT ON THE
WEB
AT
www.uniqueproperties.net 217-345-5022

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7112
AVAILABLE August 2007: 34 bed, 1 bath home on 12th
Street. NC, WID, trash and
yard service included. No
pets. $250/person. 345-5037

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7n9

GREAT LOCATION 20072008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY
NICE 2, 3, 4, 5,& 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES
AND APARTMENTS.
FOR
MORE INFO VISIT US AT
myeiuhome.com OR CALL US
AT (217)493-7559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall
07- 1,2&3 Bedroom Units.
Great locations,some include
wireless internet. Call for
details 345-7286

________ oo
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400

________ oo
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE
AND SECURITY REQUIRED.
NO PETS. 348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

PRICT REDUCED: BRITIANY
RIDGE - RENTING FOR
07-08 SCHOOL YEAR.
4
BEDROOMS
2.5
BATH.
UNIT HAS REF JSTOVE, AND
W/D INCLUDED. UP TO 5
STUDENTS POSSIBLE. RENT
REDUCED - $860.00. CALL
217-234-RENT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
As low as $260 per/person.
Underground Parking. 3450936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Near campus. 3 bdrm house.
10 month lease. W/D (217)
273-1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus.
10 month lease. W/D (217)
273-1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED;
WASHER/
DRYER IN EACH APT; 2
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
call 217-493-7559
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 07 - 2 BR 12th or 18th
Street at $240 per person. See
www. CharlestonI LApts.com.
Ph. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 07 - 4 BR 2 Bath
duplexes 1520 9th Street
$350 per person.
Stove,
refrigerator, micro, dishwasher,
See www.
washer/dryer.
CharlestonlLApts.com.
Ph.

348-7746.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR something
different? We have some
1,2&3 bedroom apts that fit the
bill. Modern,attractive,away
EIU
traffic.
from
Dishwashers,laundry,NC.
Williams Rentals 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and

4 bedroom apt., central air,
ceiling fans, washer/dryer,
off street parking, trashyard mowing included, 10
1/2 month lease, no pets,
24/7
maintenance,
local
management, DSL wiring in
all rooms. Great Location.
Call today 217.346.3583 or
visit our website at www.
eiustudenthousing.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom apartments close
to campus. Quiet area. No
pets. Call 345-7008
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00
1 BR,2 BR, extra large
apartments, partially furnished.
Available May 16. Ideal for
couples. located at 741-745
6th St. Rent $360-$410 per
apartment. Water and trash
paid. Cat OK! Call 581-7729
or 345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR apt. available for fall.
Large rooms. Water & trash
included, central air, ceiling
fans. $220/person. Buchanan
St. Apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Water & trash paid. No pets.
345-5821

________ oo

Only one left. NEW LUXURY
3 bedroom apartment for
August 07-08, One block
North of Old Main on 6th
Street. Central heat, NC, and
laundry facility. Trash service
and off street parking included.
348-8249. www.ppwrentals.
com.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1521 2nd, 6 bedroom; 1836
11th, 5 bedroom; 1621 12th,
2 bedroom. All houses south
of Lincoln with NC & W/D.
549-3273
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL 2007 NICE 5 BR HOUSE
115 W. JACKSON; 3 BR
HOUSE 107 W. JACKSON.
EXCELLENT OFF STREET
PARKING. W/D & NC. NO
PETS!!! PHONE 345.9665

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

NEW, NICE, AND SO MUCH
CLOSER! 3 or 4 Bedroom,
2 Bath with W/D. All the
Amenities and still walk
to class. 345,.6100 www.
jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Fall of 2007 1&2 bedroom
apartments on the square.
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ACROSS
48 Carrier with the
1 Places to find the
King who united
in-flight magazine
letters circled in the
England
Scanorama
grid
1 Game period: Abbr.
s Use 7-Down
49 Actress Gardner
1o Hinged closer
9 Worker who makes
s1 Cries during apaso
rounds
14 Friend
doble
• 10 Zoo heavyweights,
15 Laramie's state:
s3 "It's not JV. It's
informally
Abbr.
56 Make worse
11 On
16 They lean to the
60 Clunker of acar
12 MS. enclosure
right Abbr.
61 Part of a city code
n Argued (for)
11 Teleologisfs concern
63 Bring lo naught
18 10th anniversary gift 38
20 Word on a Mexican
64 Give lhe coup de
19 Scandal sheet
stop sign
grace
n Neighbor of Gabon
21 Bugged
6S Lamebrain, in slang 25 Quagmire
n French flower
21 Sounds leading up
66 _
extra cost
23 1f100 of a euro
to asneeze
67 SomeESPN
24 Vainglory
29 Pirate captain of
highlights.
for
short
2S On the side of
legend
68 Oliver Twist and
26 Part of the verb "to
30 La Espanola, e.g.
others
be," to Popeye
31 Hunted animals
28 Overlook
32 · - Lang Syne•
DOWN
32 'September 1, 1939'
33 U.S. ally in W.W. II
poet
1 Like two dimes and
34 One-named singer
66
3s Old Asian ruler
four nickels
with the 2001 hit
31 Jaffa'sland:Abbr.
2 Without much
"Thank You·
intelligence
38 Figuring something
36 Exploding stars
ss Have_ with
s9 It both precedes and 60 Soccer star Mia
out
3 Actress Naomi of
39 Meeting
42 Ahallucinogen •
"Mulholland Dr.'
expectations
follows James
62 Actress Long
43 Hanging_ a
40 Cagers' grp.
4 Sony co-founder
thread
Morita
41 Breakfast drinks, for For answers, call 1-900-420-5656, $1.20 aminute; or, with a credit card. 1800-814-5554.
short
44 August 15, 1945
s Post-retirement
"6 'Scent of a Woman· Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the
4s Nosedive
activity?
last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Oscar winner
Indent setter
6 Bureau part
48 Going out with
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 4,000 past puzzles,
so Tille for one on the nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
way to sainthood:
Share lips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
com/learning/xwords.
Abbr.
B 0 0 R
s2 British
U B 0 A
"Inc:
0 I Z Z
53 Artist
Grads, acuity, incoming students . ..
Matisse
s.. Strips for
breakfast
ss Some
opinion
pieces
56 Old
Testament
Wood Rentals
book
Jim Wood, Realtor
s1 Eliminate
1512 A Street. P.O Box 377
1
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$.30 per word for the first day

$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.?Oper word for the first day

$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
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Good apartmer.lts for 1, a few for 2.
We've got your apartment! It's nice!

Charleston, IL. 61920
~17-3 45-4489 - f(IX 345-4472
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Box Office
» 1. Ocean's 13
2. Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's
End
3. Knocked Up
4. Surf's Up
5. Shrek the Third

Billboard Hot 100
» 1. Rihanna feat. Jay-Z "Umbrella"
(SRP/Def Jam)
2. Shop Boys ''Party like a Rockstar"
(On Deck)
3. T·Pain "Buy Ua Drank (Shawty
Snappin')" (Konvict/Nappy Boy/Jive
4. Fergie "~g Girls Don't Cry" (will.
i.am/A&M)
5. Maroon 5 "Makes Me Wonder"
(A&M/Octone)

'Ocean's 13': The real sequ:t
BJ Seth Miller
OnLne Editor

"Ocean's 11' was one
of my favorite films because
of ic complex yer easy to
follow storylin e and the way
the case handled themselves
to bring some simple movie
fun to the screen. "Ocean's
12" was not quite a waste
of film, but all it added
up to was money for the
movie studio and 2 hours
• of George Clooney, Brad
Pict, Mace Damon, etc. to
show off hov fabulous their
lives arc. They can make
a movie char didn"c really
need co be made, but was
made just so the srars could
hang out in Europe and
make even more money
chan I will ever have{even
the Italian mansion used in
the movie belonged co Clooney, ic almost bordered on being an episode of
MlVCribs).
So in response co the audience dislike and rhe fact the srudio wanted
to drain more money from the franchise, we get what the cast called the
'sequel chat should have been."
Forcunacely, director Steven Soderbergh and the case heard the criticism
and made changes that needed to be made.
The film cakes place where ic all began in Las Vegas. The gang reunites

when one of the own, Reuben, the hotel mogul who helped and financed
their heisrs played by mogul, suffers a heart attack chat leaves him catatonic
and unrcsponsive(a cliched movie disease but just run with it). He is put
inco chis predicament when he gees double-crossed out of his share of
huge mega hotel/casino by infamous hotel owner Willie Banks played by
Al Pacino. So the whole gang take a break from their old lives and their
relationships (the female leads, Julia Roberts and Catherine Zera-Jones
have been left out of the story). With help of Ocean nemesis Terry Benedict
(Andy Garcia) and computer ally from the lase movie Roman Nagel(Eddie
"Izzard), they plan co rig every game in Bank's casino so he loses more money
than he can pay off and loses his horel.
The film brings back a lot of che enjoyment that was
lose in' the second movie. We don't gee any deep character FAST FACTS
backgrounds, so che rest of the movie is spent watching
•Found in:
che gang enjoy themselves planning and carrying out the
3565 theaters
big heist and going through so many obstacles co get
Un ted States
justice for their friend.
The humor i~ on fire and conscandy coming at the " Box Office: So
viewer co keep them entertained. ]he acrors bring their far as madeJust
A-game for the roles and make the viewer suspend their over $36 million
disbelief for rwo hours. Despite the humor, the film does .. Ocean's 1 Z:
suffer in areas. Ir still relies on some plot poinrs from Grossed $125.5
the lase movie; che use of these scorylines can leave some m: on
viewers confused wondering who these ocher characters • Ocen's 11 :
and why they are important.
Grossed $183.4
There are coo many extra plot poincs that clog the mtl ion
movie and hinder ics progress. And while Pacino plays
a great ruthless villain and actresses Ellen Bark.in works n Distribution:
well as Pacino's second-in-command, both of these All three ITIOV!es
roles needed co be Aeshed our more. All in all, ic has its made by Warner
shortcomings but ir scill is great summer escapism that Bros. Distribution
we've come co expect.

Old fashioned look, feel is fresh
Adam Tedder
Edrtor-in-Olief

Hardcover Fidion
n 1. "A Thousand Splendid Sons" by
Khafed Hosseini
2. "The Overlook" by Michael Connelly
3. "The 6th Target" by James Pattrson
4. "Invisible Prey" by John Sandford
5. "Bad Luck and Trouble" by Lee Child

Yahoo Searches
1. Ozzfest
2. Sturgeon Rsh
3. Henderick Motorsports
4. Tomato Burschette
5. Willamstown Theatre

n

She's been Barman's on and
off again love interest for yc:ars.
She's been Barman's on and
off again enemy for years.
Thac, in a nucshell, is
the scory between the two
characters.
Ir's a confusing srory, but
nonechebs interesting.
But some of the confusion
gets a liccle clearer with
Cacwoman: When In Rome.
The six-pare mini-series by
writer Jeph Loeb and arcist
Tun Sale tries not only co
explain some of Cacwoman
a.k.a Selina Kyle's past but
what happened in their other
collaborations ..Bacman: The
Long Halloween" and "Bacman:
Dark Vicrory".
It is cold thac Cacwoman's
disappearance halfway through
"Dark Victory" is that she left co
Italy.
Sure enough, this is where the
scory of "When In Rome" picks
up. We see Cacwoman and another
famous Batman villain, the Riddler,
on a plane to Italy. Cacwoman is
crying co solve the mystery of her life
as she tries co find clues co discover
who her true parenrs are. Through
her quest, she stumbles through

many craps and encounters many
deadly, yec familiar Bat-Famly foes
as well as ocher DC Comic villains
such as Cheetah {ironically, another
car villain).
Even more distracting is her
constant drifting mind as she has
dreams( or sometimes nightmares)
of Bacman and a deadly new
stranger, Christopher Castillo.
The scory is preccy interesting
as it delves inco Cacwoman's past
as well as explaining some of her
infuruation with Bannan, even if

she docsn'1 wam 10 admit hC'r
feelings for the Dark Knight.
The artwork bv Sale is
wonderful. Most 'will now
recognize Sale'.!> arc on the popular
television show, "Heroes." Some
of his best work in the book is
in some of the dream sequences
where che arc becomes more and
more abscract lbe lines and
colors are vivid and do a fantastic
job at developing the story.
Loeb's writing is also pretty
good, but some of the srory
becomes confusing. Cacwoman
is a strong character, who often
prides herself in being able
co handle herself. Loeb made
sure to explain that through
and
Cacwoman's
dialogue
thoughts, yet the scory seemed
co contradict thac. Cacwoman
seemed to rely heavily on some
knight in shining armor co save
her. An array of characters help
her out of jams quite frequently
throughout the story and it jusc
does not feel as though she is
being portrayed quite accwacdy co
character. Castillo seems to be the
one doing mosc of the hard work
and fighting throughout the story.
Bue the story does a good
job at showing
how Batman
and Carwoman's "romance" has
developed. le should be noted
that the story is dated as in early

FAST FACTS
• Leagtb: 160 pages

"Publisher: DC Comics
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Autbor: Jeph Loeb

" Artist: Tim Sale

• Series: Sixth 1n senes

" Release Date: June 6
" Relation to Morie: Not to be
mistaken or confused the poo1 ly
reviewed and low,box office draw
"Catwoman,• starnng Hal e Berl)!

" PortraJ in theatre: H e Berry.
Mdielle Pieffer and Eartha Kitt

in Barman's career, even before
a Robin, his sidekick, appears.
Which brings up another point.
Though Loeb has Carwoman play
as though she is dumb ac times, it
is heavily hinted thac she already
knows Batman's true identity of
Bruce Wayne.
After reading the story, I felt that
there were more prom ises made that
were never quite delivered. The end
has an empty feeling to it. But the
overall book has a great nostalgic
feeling of 1920's-30's cinema.
The book is not a muse read, even
for fans of "Dark Victory", but it
certainly is not a throw away either.
Ic's a good story that leaves even the
biggest Batman fans rooting for the
villain.

PHOTO FAST FACTS
• Photo by Seth Mmer/Oaily Eastern News Actors Justin Finley, a sophomore theater
l'lCIJOr. and Krysta Greenwood, a sen or at Charleston High Schoo • rehearse their
roles 111 !re- upcom nq production of ~ Fables:
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1. Charm School Episode 8

" Time: 10 a.m a I days of production

,, Date: June 20-23

2. Paris Hilton

.. Place: Villdge Theatre 960 18 Street, Charleston

3. Latest Red Carpet Pies
4. Fresh from the Set
5. Britney see.a!:_

" Cost: $5, both at the- door and n advanc by cd!I nq 581-3110
a

Cast: Eastern studerts and faculty, along With Charleston Hgh Sdiool students
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PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
Sunday • Boys Basketball Camp
Thru Sat. June 16
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Monday • Youth Souor Camp
Thru Thurs. June 21

SCOTT RICHEY

Kids learn pitching, hitting
from Panther baseball players
and coaches
BJ Barbara Harrington

sc.oreboard
CAMP

Baseball camp teaches skills

I

On June 11 and 12 young achlercs from
Charleston and che surrounding area gathered
at Coaches Stadium to improve their skills as
baseball players.
With some tips from members of the
Eastern Illinois University Baseball Team and
a couple days of practice, the boys walked out
of chc stadium feeling a liccle bic more like
recently drafted Panther fuse baseman Erik
Huber.
The Baseball Hitting and Pitching
Commuter Camp has been going on for the

past 13 years, and is open co boys in fuse grade
through high school. The camp is broken up
into rwo different sessions with pirching in
che morning and hitting in chc afternoon.
According co Assistant Baseball Coach and
Camp Director Sean Lyons, 45 campers
attended che pitching session while 50
attended the hitting session. With an intimate
group of campers, the young athletes were able
to receive plenty of individual attention.
Throughout the day, boys took turns
hitting or pitching, allowing chem co receive
individual coaching on their skills. During the
pitching portion, inscructors focused mainly
on mechanical skills, with an emphasis on
balance and cccbnique. In che afternoon hitting
session, campers concencrated primarily on
proper stance and footwork. Lyons has worked
with a variety of different ages, and has learned
chat with each assorcmcnt of players comes a
new challenge.

"Every age group brings a variety of things
co work with," Lyons stated.
But he agrees chat variety is in fa.ct the spice
of life. Lyons enjoys being able co use different
teaching methods and getting to work wich
younger players for a change of pace. When
working with college srudencs, he has found
chat players n~ the mosc help fine-runing
their skills. But young players have much
more to learn. From how co pitch and hit
co chc nature of che game, ic is all about chc
fundamentals.
"Our main objective is co hdp che young
player develop," Lyons explained. "It's great
seeing kids with smiles on their fuces, having
fun and getting better."
Lyons has been a baseball fanatic his entire
life, and it seems his passion for che spore has
rubbed off on che campers.
H
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Fundamentals
effective for
San Antonio
The San Anconio Spurs have

been responsible for five of the
six lowest scoring games in NBA
Finals history-winning all but
one of these affairs.
Tuesday nighc's game against
che Cleveland Cavaliers was nearly
che lowest of che low. With 147
combined points, the Spurs and
Cavaliers finish second all time
to the 145 points scored in 1955
by che Fore Wayne Pistons and
Syracuse Nationals.
This lack of offensive punch
has resulted in chc Spurs being
saddled wich a "boring" label.
I proffer che question of why
sound, fundamental basketball is
considered boring.
The Spurs are noc a run-andgun ceam. They will noc breach
the 100-poinc barrier on a regular
basis. However, they play cough,
hard-nosed basketball especially
when everything is on chc line.
Thrbwback basketball.
Defensive struggles arc about
as popular co the general public as
Ebola, and chis trend is common
in all professional spores.
More people wane co see
dozens of three-pointers and wide..
open dunks on breakaways chan a
half-.courc game ruled by stingy
defense.
More people wane co see home
run after home run than a baseball
game decided by a squeei.e play.
More people want co sec their
favorite golfers shoot under par by
double digits than scruggle against
a cough course.
I, for one, love defensive
basketball. I yearn co see a wellexecuced squeeze play. This year's
Master's was exciting because
scores in the red were not just
handed co che entrants. They had
to work ac beating che course. I
guess chis makes me a throwback
as well.

H
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Scott Richey is a junior journalism major.
He can be reached at srrid1ey@eiu.
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AMiil l'llEUllEK I THE DAILY WTERll MEWS
Second grader from Mattoon Conor Branson (Bottom) wrestles for baseballs with Michael Whitacre, a 3rd grader from Paris at the baseball
youth camp held at Coaches Stadium Tuesday afternoon. Kids from the surrounding Charleston area attended the camp Monday and Tuesday
this week.

Cardinals 7·, Royals 3
Adam Wainwright allows
one hit in eight innings in
Wednesday night victory
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer

Wainwright (5-5) had allowed only two
baserunners (on a walk and an infield error)
when Esceban German singled co left with
cwo out in che sixth co break up che no-hitter.
Wainwright struck out three and walked cwo.
Pujols, who wenc co high school in
lndependehcc, Mo., just a few miles from
Kauffman Scadium, singled home a run in che
first off Odalis Perez (3-7) and then keyed a
five-run second inning with a two-run single.
The AU-Star fuse baseman, who was passed on
by che Royals in chc 1999 draft because they
worried he would become overweight, seems
always to punish his home town team.
At Kansas City, Pujols has a .398 average
with seven homers and 23 RBis in 83 at-bars.

Tyler Johnson started che ninth and gave up a
three-run homer co Alex Gordon, his fourth.
Johnson retired only one batter and was
replaced by Russ Springer, who gor the final
two outs.
Miles had moved over from second base
scarcing chc fourth when David Eckstein
developed cighcness in his lower back.
German, subbing for ailing second baseman
Mark Grudzielanek, then singled cleanly
between chi rd and short. Bue Teaben lined ouc
sharply to end che inning and Wainwright,
throwing a mixture of breaking balls and
fastballs, retired che next five batters before
issuing his second walk, co Joey Gachrighc
with two ouc in che eighth.
Wainwright, who got che save in che
clinching wins in boch the NLCS and World
Series last year, was rerurned to che rotation
in spring training after che departure of
several starters, including Jeff Suppan and Jeff
Weave~
·
Perez went three-plus innings and gave
up seven runs _ six earned _ and 10 hits. He

walked cwo and did noc have a strikeout.
Scott Spiczio doubled leading off the
second, went co third on Gary Bennett's single
and scored on Miles' sacrifice By. Eckstein
singled and then Perez walked So Taguchi,
loading che bases for Pujols.
Pujols' single brought in two runs, and
he went co second when left fielder Joey.
Gathright's throw to the infield sailed wide for
an error.
Juan Encarnacion, screeching his hitting
streak co 13 games, made ic 6-0 with a cworun single.
Eckstein doubled leading off the game and
scored on Pujols' single.
The Royals had cwo players leave che game
with apparent injury.
Reliever Brandon Duckworth left after
throwing jusc two pitches in the fourth and
designated hitter Mike Sweeney was rcplaocd
after stumbling and fa.lling while running co
fuse on a routine groundouc in che bottom of
the inning.

